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Introduction

At Sunday we want to create company fashion that transforms people into ambassadors. We design premium  

company fashion collections that are 100% on-brand and on-trend. So to create fashion you need to know what  

styles and products will be trending in the upcoming seasons. That’s why we created this fashion report for  

Spring / Summer ‘22. 

After loosening restrictions in the four major fashion capitals, plenty of designers are returning to the catwalk for the  

first time since March 2020. Starting in New York we’ve let our eye fall on some exciting products and trends. Further  

we based our report on the SS22 collections of the fashion set in London, Milan and Paris. We made a selection of  

colors, styles and products that will be trending and rely to our core products. 

Since we, at Sunday, deliver tailor made projects, eventually ‘everything’ is possible. We create the items from  

scratch, exactly in the way fashion brands work. Our main focus is delivering sustainable fashion that people love  

to wear. This can come in any fabric, style, color, … as long as it doesn’t end up on the bottom shelf of your closet. 

Nils Wittevrongel

Art Director
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Suits, jackets, shirts, pants and shorts are available in oversized cuts 

for the coming Spring Summer 2022. These counterbalance the 

skinny fit pieces and complement the exaggerated and voluminous 

proportions. At Lanvin, the shorts are very long cut, but Giorgio  

Armani offers a loose knee length. And at Sunday we offer a range 

of oversized fittings for items such as t-shirts & hoodies. But since 

we work on demand, we are always open to producing new  

patterns.
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